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Dear Friends and Supporters,
What an incredible first year we’ve had as homeowners. In December of 2010, Unitarian Universalist
Community Cooperatives purchased a big beautiful three-story Victorian house in Dudley Square, in
Roxbury, known as the Lucy Stone Cooperative. We moved into the house after six weeks of
renovations in February of 2011.
Since then, we’ve grown from trying to figure out where the silverware lives and how we will buy
food together to more visionary conversations about where we are headed as an organization.
Life at the Lucy Stone Cooperative has been rich.
From covering each other’s chore shifts and waking up
to surprise pancake breakfasts, having hard
conversations as a house about where our values
intersect with our decisions, we’ve listened deeply to
one another and to our own hearts. It’s been a good
first year together.
In the past year, we’ve invited our larger community
to trainings, parties, and work days, introduced
ourselves to neighbors, and done an extraordinary
amount of work on our physical space, making it
more efficient, comfortable and beautiful.
We have been eternally grateful for the support and
enthusiasm that people have shown towards Lucy
Stone. Thank you for your presence at our dinners, your donations, and your words of
encouragement. You have truly shown us that a community can be built far beyond the walls of this
house, and that through community and through cooperation, we can do more together than any of
us can do alone.
In this first annual report, you’ll find information on our finances as well as more information on our
programs and community events, all sprinkled with photos and quotes from our guest book!
Thank you again for all of your support, and we look forward to many years to come.
Blessings and Gratitude,
Members and Board
Unitarian Universalist Community Cooperatives

website: www.lucystonecoop.org

email: info@lucystonecoop.org

COMMUNITY HIGHLIGHTS
OUR THREE COMMUNITIES
The Lucy Stone Cooperative (LSC) sits at the intersection of three
communities: the Cooperative movement, Unitarian Universalism, and our
geographic neighborhood. In our first year, we’ve made efforts to build
relationships in each. We have outlined some of the highlights below:
the Cooperative Movement:
•
•

•
•
•

•

In September, we arrived at the Boston Inter-Cooperative Games in
matching blue Lucy Stone uniforms!
We have attended the Boston Collective House Assembly monthly
meetings, the Boston area co-op fair, and inter-cooperative accounting
meetings.
We attended national co-op conferences and co-op development
trainings.
Co-hosted multiple inter-cooperative “Movie and Mending Nights.”
Our mortgage is held by the Cooperative Fund of New England, so the
interest we pay on our loans supports other cooperatives.
Our board now includes a member that lives at another housing
cooperative.

Most of the housemates following a house meeting

“Dear Lucy Stone, You all amaze me. Your
hard work, dedication, compassion, and
faith ooze from each of your spirits! I love
it. Truly an inspiration, Natalie”

Unitarian Universalism:
•
•
•

•

We attended this year’s General Assembly of the UUA and hosted a
reception for LSC with great energy and attendance.
We've led worship Brookline UU Church, Jamaica Plain UU Church,
Harvard Divinity School, and at the UUA Staff Chapel.
We’ve begun a program to host UU Coming of Age groups that are
visiting Boston including a shared meal, worship, and a discussion of
cooperative living and UU values.
We host weekly candlelight dinner and singing nights on Sundays that
welcomes the greater community to share in the spirit of Lucy Stone.

Building raised garden beds in the yard

Our Neighborhood:
•
•

•
•

•

We held a housewarming party to meet our neighbors in August.
We invited the executive Director of Alternatives for Community and
Environment (ACE) to speak at our annual meeting. ACE is a leading
environmental justice organization based in Dudley square.
We regularly attend the Historic Moreland Street Neighborhood
Association meetings.
We have also attended community meetings for public transit design,
development plans, a Neighborhood Watch group, and discussions on
WalMart coming to Roxbury.
We’ve also participated in our neighborhood trick or treating and
holiday caroling!

Egg Drop teamwork at the
Boston Inter-Cooperative Games
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PROGRAMS OF LUCY STONE CO-OP
In addition to our immediate family of intentional cooperative living, we also aim to foster a larger extended family of
community members that engage with our cooperative.
• In the past year, we've held leadership development trainings with the Highlander Institute, threw a rocking
fundraising party, and hosted several work days at the house.
• We’ve also hosted a book club, a liberation poker night, and faith sharing groups.
• This year’s fundraising party was particularly exciting because all of the money raised went to our fund for
program expenses and social justice work. We raised over $4,000!

COOPERATIVE OWNERSHIP
The Lucy Stone Cooperative house is owned by a nonprofit called “Unitarian Universalist Community Cooperatives.”
That nonprofit is run by a board. Most of the people on the board are housemates from our house. Every year, we
have an annual meeting, where every member of the co-op (every housemate) gets a vote in the election of board
members.
We had our first Annual Election in September where the member of the UUCC elected a new board that now includes
4 housemates and 2 non-housemates (community trustees).
We are proud to not only embrace the nurturing community model of cooperative living, we to also model the
democracy and economic justice principles of cooperative ownership.

“LSC: Much gratitude! For hospitality, conversation,
food, song. It’s been nourishing-physically, mentally,
spiritually. I won’t be a stranger and will see you
around soon. - In community, Peter”
Popular Education Training with Highlander Folk Center

“Keep up the good work, Lucy Stone. Blessings
in your work for justice and shining
example of community living.
- Cambridge Co-op”
Weekly singing on Sunday evenings
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FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
“I promise, this statement is free of intentional
hyperbole: What you are doing here will
determine the future of American and world
civilization. Either we learn to share more and
use less, or we may perish after living poorer
lived for awhile. Stay strong and always
have fun. – Rev. Kwabena”

OUR FIRST-YEAR BUDGET VS. ACTUAL
Unitarian Universalist Community Cooperatives (UUCC) laid a solid
financial foundation in our first fiscal year. Careful prioritization of
first-year renovations, cautious estimates for vacancy, admin costs, and
other development expenses, all left us with a strong surplus. We
planned to finish this year with $8,147 in reserves and a safe 1.26 debt
service ratio. Instead, our year-end reserves totaled $27,621 with a
debt-service ratio of 1.92.
The cornerstone of our financial stability has been the “allied loans” we
hold from investors who receive an annual return of 3%. We currently
hold $140,000 in 5-year allied loans that have allowed us to operate
with security and flexibility.

OUR FIVE-YEAR BUDGET
A successful home inspection

“Congratulations on a year
with dreams fulfilled. – Luis”

Saying grace before dinner

“Thanks for your hospitality! I felt as if we
know each other for long time.
-Antje from group of German Unitarians”

Our five-year budget lays out a solid financial plan for UUCC.
Through much discussion and consultation, the UUCC board has
determined to set a long-range objective of carrying $25,000 in
operating reserves (50% of our operating budget) and an additional
$60,000 in Capital Reserves (15% of the value of the house) for a total
of 85,000 in reserves. Our Current five-year budget, while certainly
subject to change, has us achieving $67,775 in cash reserves at the
conclusion of our first five years. We look forward to reaching our end
goal of 85,000 in reserves shortly thereafter.
Additionally, a 20-year amortization on our mortgage with the
Cooperative Fund of New England allows for a more rapid accrual of
equity than a traditional 30-year amortization. UUCC is excited to be
able to incorporate these higher payments, while maintaining affordable
rent and a debt service ratio above 1.30. When we refinance our
mortgage at the end of our five-year term, we will have accrued
$44,258 in equity.
Rent for a room at the Lucy Stone Cooperative in 2011 averaged $490,
with a range of $440-515. We have budgeted for a yearly increase in
rent below the 3% estimated inflation rates. With a 1% increase in rent
for 2012, rent prices will average $495 and range between $445-540.
Also, according to some estimates, rent prices increased 7% in Boston
between 2010 and 2011. This means that living at Lucy Stone will
become relatively increasingly affordable every year.
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VACANCY
The average vacancy rate in Boston this year was about 4.4%. We plan to maintain our cautious financial cushion for
vacancy of 6%, which is the national average. For our first year, we anticipated a much higher vacancy of 20%, due to
the social and logistical volatility of beginning a new community, in a new house, and in a new neighborhood. Even in
that light, our vacancy has been a modest 10.1% for our first year.
Our vacancy since February 1, our actual move-in date, was 1.7%.
We have had great responses when advertising open rooms, and we regularly receive unsolicited inquiries as to the
availability of rooms. Our only regret in this area is that we are unable to meet the high demand for faith-based
cooperative living.

RENOVATIONS
We had budgeted $38,000 for development renovations, an additional $3,800 as contingency and $8,000 for
appliances and equipment, for a total Development Renovations budget of $49,800. Our actual expenses for
development renovation totaled $49,714. This allows us to carry over our first year’s operating budget for
maintenance and capital repairs, giving us an additional first-year surplus of $11,000.
The renovations that we’ve undertaken in our first year have made the house more comfortable, energy efficient, and
valuable.
For our development renovations, we:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Replaced the upper extension roof
Insulated the heating pipes in the basement
Installed storm windows
Renovated the second floor bathroom
Insulated cracks in basement windows
Installed thick plastic on windows for the winter
Built four beautiful raised-bed gardens
Disconnected unsafe gas-light lines throughout the house
Replaced cracked wastewater pipes in the basement
Renovated a third floor kitchen into a bedroom
Replaced all gutters and rotted soffit/fascia around the roof

• Installed GFI safety outlets in kitchen
• Added a second refrigerator and a second stove
• Replaced the washer and dryer machines, updating old and
broken machines to water and energy efficient machines
• Installed showers in all bathrooms
• Removed a dead tree in the front yard.
• Removed of old linoleum flooring in several areas uncovering the
beautiful floors underneath
• Fixed cracks in plaster walls and painted all bedrooms
• Resurfaced our beautiful dining room hardwood floors
• Built a dozen large storage units in the basement for residents

“What a joy to visit a group of conscious loving beings
working in synergistic fashion to discover and give themselves
to 3 awesome goals (Sustainability, Spiritual Practice, and
Social Change) Love and Light, Kaeza
p.s. Yummy food!”
Founding Board of Unitarian Universalist Community Cooperatives
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